Microstructural, mechanical, and optical characterization of an experimental aging-resistant zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA) composite
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ABSTRACT

Objective. To evaluate the effect of aging on the microstructural, mechanical, and optical properties of an experimental zirconia-toughened alumina composite with 80%Al2O3 and 20%ZrO2 (ZTA Zpex) compared to a translucent zirconia (Zpex) and Alumina.

Methods. Disc-shaped specimens were obtained by uniaxial and isostatic pressing the synthesized powders (n = 70/material). After sintering and polishing, half of the specimens underwent aging (20 h, 134 °C, 2.2 bar). Crystalline content and microstructure were evaluated using X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy, respectively. Specimens underwent biaxial flexural strength testing to determine the characteristic stress, Weibull modulus, and reliability. Translucency parameter (TP) and Contrast ratio (CR) were calculated to characterize optical properties.

Results. ZTA Zpex demonstrated a compact surface with a uniform dispersion of zirconia particles within the alumina matrix, and typical alumina and zirconia crystalline content. ZTA Zpex and alumina exhibited higher CR and lower TP than Zpex. ZTA Zpex and Zpex showed significantly higher characteristic stress relative to alumina. While aging did not affect optical and mechanical properties of ZTA Zpex and alumina, Zpex demonstrated a significant increase in translucency, as well as a in characteristic stress. Alumina reliability was significantly lower than others at 300 MPa, ZTA Zpex and Zpex reliability decreased at 800 MPa, except for aged Zpex.
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Significance. While aging did not affect the mechanical nor the optical properties of ZTA Zpex and alumina, it did alter both properties of Zpex. The results encourage further investigations to engineer ZTA as a framework material for long span fixed dental prostheses specially where darkened substrates, such as titanium implant abutments or endodontically treated teeth, demand masking.

© 2020 The Academy of Dental Materials. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (Y-TZP) were introduced as an alternative to metal–ceramic prostheses for esthetic dental prostheses and have received remarkable popularity because of its excellent properties such as improved aesthetic, biological acceptance, chemical durability and outstanding mechanical properties [1]. Zirconia occurs naturally in three allotropic crystalline structures, which are stable according to a given temperature range: monoclinic (m; room temperature up to 1170 °C), tetragonal (t; 1170 °C until 2370 °C), and cubic (c; 2370 °C up to the melting point, 2710 °C) [1–3].

The excellent mechanical properties of zirconia systems are related to a phenomenon known as transformation toughening mechanism, which can be explained by the ability of tetragonal zirconia grains to undergo a stress-mediated phase transformation to the monoclinic phase. This phenomenon is responsible for the highest fracture toughness presented by Y-TZP related to all-ceramic systems currently used in dentistry by consistently evoking the R-curve behavior, i.e. the increase of fracture toughness during crack growth [4]. Despite the evident advantage of such mechanism, this material undergoes spontaneous tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation at low-temperature in the presence of water, a phenomenon known as low-temperature degradation (LTD) [1–3], which may eventually impair the probability of survival and mechanical properties of prosthetic rehabilitations in the long-term.

Several efforts have been made in the ceramic field to increase the resistance to LTD of zirconia ceramics by various techniques [5]. A possible alternative to enhance the hydrothermal stability of the tetragonal phase of Y-TZP is the addition of alumina to inhibit the propagation of phase transformation into the material. Zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA) contains zirconia particles dispersed as a second phase in an alumina matrix, bringing together the beneficial features of both materials [6], which contributes to the stability of zirconia [6,7]. It has been established that LTD phenomenon occurs by a nucleation and growth process; where the transformation occurs on isolated grains on the surface and propagates from grain to grain. Therefore, previous literature findings have shown that alumina limits the interconnectivity of zirconia grains within the matrix, restricting phase transformation and decreasing LTD phenomenon [8,9].

The maximum zirconia fraction to limit the propagation of transformation is associated to the interconnectivity of the zirconia phase, namely the percolation threshold [10]. Zirconia grains interconnectivity within the alumina matrix have been investigated in attempt to establish the proportion of tetragonal zirconia that may limit LTD process. Composites with a proportion between 15% and 30% of zirconia in an alumina matrix has demonstrated promising mechanical results, with a significant increase in strength after aging, which makes it a material candidate for application in areas that requires high mechanical resistance [11]. Nonetheless, the opacity of ZTA composites may pose a challenge to dental technicians, demanding elevated skills to achieve esthetic porcelain veneering, justifying further innovations [12,13].

Therefore, in an attempt to reduce the risk for long-term complications due to the metastability of Y-TZP, this study aims to evaluate the microstructure, optical and mechanical properties of an experimental zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA) composite fabricated with 80% Al2O3 and 20% translucent Y-TZP and to compare them to their isolated counterparts (translucent Y-TZP or Al2O3) before and after aging. The postulated null hypothesis was that the aging protocol would not affect the microstructural, mechanical, and optical properties of ZTA Zpex 80/20 composite.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Specimen preparation

A total of two hundred and ten disc-shaped specimens were fabricated from two experimental ceramics (n = 70/material), as follows: (i) ZTA Zpex 80/20: zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA) composite (80%Al2O3/20%Zpex), (ii) Zpex: translucent Y-TZP zirconia and (iii) Alumina (α-high-purity Al2O3).

A translucent zirconia (Y-TZP Zpex, Tosoh Corp., Japan) and high-purity alumina (α-Al2O3, Baikalox Regular CR10, Baikowski) powders were used to produce the specimens of Alumina, Zpex and ZTA Zpex 80/20 groups. For composite synthesis, the ceramic powders were milled in ethanol suspensions, then blended and homogenized in a friction mill for 4 h with high purity alumina balls. A rotary evaporator (801, Fisaton, SP, Brazil) was used to dry the slurry, and the obtained powder was manually granulated with the aid of an alumina Mortar and Pestle set and sieved with a 0.475-mm (No. 40) sieve. The composition characteristics and the theoretical density values were calculated based on the density of alumina (3.986 g/cm3) and zirconia (6.10 g/cm3).

Subsequently, the ZTA Zpex 80/20, Apex, and Alumina powders were uniaxially pressed for 30 s at 1148 Kgf. A tungsten carbide cylindrical matrix (9-cm height and 5-cm diameter) with a retractable base and an internal piston for disc pressing, and a 15-mm diameter internal hole, was used to achieve 1.8-mm thickness disc-shaped green body samples. Then, they were double enveloped in a vacuum sealer and subjected to
isostatic pressing (National Forge, Pennsylvania, USA) at room temperature.

The sintering of the green body samples was performed at 1600 °C for 1 h in a Zycromat (Vita Zahndfabrik, Bad Säckingen, Germany) furnace with a heating and cooling rate of 4 °C per minute. After sintering, both disc sides were polished by using a series of abrasive diamond disks (#220, 120, 90, 40, 25, 9, 6 and 1 μm, ALLIED High Tech Products, California, USA) in a semi-automatic polishing machine (Automet 2000, Buehler, Illinois, USA) with diamond suspensions up to 1 μm until the final dimension of 12 mm × 1 mm (diameter × thickness) had been achieved (ISO 6872:2015). The final thickness of each disc was assessed with a digital caliper (Starrett 799A-6/150 Digital Caliper, Athol, MA, USA).

2.2. Simulated LTD aging

The aging protocol was performed in autoclave (Vitare Class CD 12L, PR, Brazil) for 20 h in water vapor at 134 °C and 2.2 bar to induce tetragonal-to-monoclinic phase transformation, according to ISO13356:2015 (n = 30/group) [14,15].

2.3. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction (XRD) (X'pert Power PANalytical, Netherlands) was used to analyze the crystalline content and progression of the t-m transformation due to accelerated aging. The scanning was performed on the Bragg–Brent geometry, equipped with a graphite monochromator and Cu Ka radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å), operating at a voltage of 40 kV and a current emission of 40 mA. The XRD analysis was performed using step scan with a step size of 0.02° and between 20 and 70° (2θ).

The monoclinic phase content of surfaces was calculated using the Toraya and Yoshimura method [16]

\[ X_m = \frac{[I_m (-111) + I_m (111)]}{[I_m (-111) + I_m (111) + I_l (101)]} \]

\[ V_m = 1.311X_m / (1 + 0.311X_m) \]

where \( X_m \), the integrated intensity ratio, is defined by the \( I_m \), which represent the monoclinic peaks intensity (2θ = 28° and 2θ = 31.2°, respectively) and \( I_l \) (101) that indicates the intensity of the tetragonal peak (2θ = 30°); \( V_m \) represents the monoclinic volumetric content.

The residual stress was also determined by means of XRD analysis (Empyrean, PANalytical, The Netherlands), with the same equipment described above, where the scanning was performed from 90 to 100° setting 10 s per scan step [17]. The evaluation of the residual stress by XRD is based on measuring the change of the interplanar spacing of crystal lattice. Thus, the measurement of the residual stress using XRD consisted of varying the beam penetration by changing the angle of incidence (Psi) to analyze the displacement of the peak as a function of depth. Hence, several spectra were obtained varying the Psi for the different ceramic materials. The peak displacement was analyzed at 95°, which was determined considering the value of 2θ corresponding to the center of the peak. With the values of the peak position as a function of the incidence Psi angle, the planar distance (d) was calculated. Thus, correlating the variation of d of different Psi enables residual stress (\( \sigma_{ps} \)) calculation. This equation relates the \( \sigma_{ps} \) as a function of the square sine of the incidence angle – \( \sin^2(\Psi) \) [18]:

\[ \sigma_{ps} = \frac{d \phi - d_0}{d_0} \frac{E}{1 + \nu \sin^2 \psi} \]

where \( \nu \) is the Poisson ratio and E the elastic modulus.

2.4. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

To characterize the topography and microstructure of the experimental materials, high-resolution scanning electron microscopy by (FEG-SEM MIRA3 TESCAN, Czech Republic) analyses (Magellan 400L, FEI Company, Brno, Czech Republic) were performed, with a secondary electron (SE) detector under magnification of 20,000×.

2.5. Biaxial flexural strength and fractographic analysis

Thirty specimens for each group and condition (immediate and aged) were subjected to biaxial flexural strength test using a piston-on-three balls device (BFST), according to ISO 6872:2015 guidelines and demonstrated in previous studies [19–21]. BFST was carried out in an ElectroPulsTM E3000 Linear-Torsion (Instron, Norwood, Massachusetts, USA) equipment at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min, until failure. Fracture load (N) data were collected and submitted to specific equations (ISO 6872:2015) to obtain the flexural strength (MPa), as follows:

\[ \sigma = -0.2387 \frac{p\pi v^{-1/2}}{\sqrt{2}} \]

where \( \sigma \) is the maximum tensile stress (MPa), \( p \) is the total load to fracture (N), \( b \) is the thickness at fracture origin (mm), and \( X \) and \( Y \) are calculated according to:

\[ X = (1 + \nu) \ln(\frac{r_2}{r_3})^2 + [(1 - \nu)/(2r_2/r_3)]^2 \]

\[ Y = (1 + \nu) [1 + \ln(\frac{r_1}{r_3})^2 ] + (1 - \nu)(r_1/r_3)^2 \]

where \( \nu \) is Poisson’s ratio (0.26), \( r_1 \) is the radius of support circle, \( r_2 \) the radius of loaded area, \( r_3 \) the radius of specimen, all of these expressed in millimeters.

Fractography analysis was used to study the characteristics of the fractured surface. Different modes of failure produce specific features on the surface, allowing a forensic analysis to determine the root cause of the fracture. Fractured samples were first inspected in polarized light microscope (Axiom V16, Zeiss, Germany) using automated Z-stack imaging that combined different depths (every 70 μm) of the fracture plane into one image (ZEN software, Zeiss) with improved depth of focus for detection of failure origin and direction of crack propagation. To depict fractographic marks typical of brittle failure of shaped ceramic samples, SEM was used to confirm initial inspection and to document mirror, hackles, and compression curl areas.
2.6. Optical properties

For optical properties analysis, the contrast ratio (CR) and translucency parameter (TP) by color difference (ΔE) measurements were determined using parameters obtained by reflectance tests performed with a bench top spectrophotometer (CM 3700d Konica Minolta, Tokyo, Japan). The specimens were placed on a black (b) and white (w) background for the measurement of reflectance values and CIEL*a*b* color coordinates with a wavelength of 400–700 nm (within visible light range) (n = 10/material [22]).

Prior to testing, the spectrophotometer was calibrated according to manufacturer’s instructions. Two accessories were used for calibration: a white calibration plate CM-A90 (Konica Minolta) and a black calibration box CM-A94 (Konica Minolta). The black box calibrates the absolute zero, where the accessory absorbs the light emitted during the test, whereas the white calibration plate is used to set the equipment in the ideal regulation. For each device, three beams of light were produced with an interval of 10 s; first, the calibration was performed using the accessory of the white calibration and then with the black calibration. The information measured at the time of calibration is sent to the equipment software (OnColor software, CyberChrome, Beech Island, SC, USA), which then allows the equipment to perform the test.

The specimens were positioned on the background card (white or black) with glyceral to attenuate the reflective effect of the presence of air. The spectrophotometer was equipped with an integration sphere (150 mm diameter and coated with BaSO₄) and a light source (xenon arc lamp). The light emitted by the light source diffuses in the sphere and evenly illuminates the surface of the specimen, passing by the illumination door. By capturing the image of the specimen, the spectral sensor, where the light is divided by the wavelength of 360–740 nm at 10 nm intervals, is able to detect its color. Segments of silicon matrix convert light into electric current, which passes to circuits to convert it into digital signals; the data were obtained using the equipment software.

The opacity of the specimen in terms of CR (CR = Yb/Yw) is defined as the ratio of reflectance of the material on the black background to the reflectance of the same material on a white background:

\[ CR = \frac{Y_b}{Y_w} \]

Masking ability (translucency parameter – TP) of the materials was determined by measuring the ΔE over white and black backgrounds, using the following formula:

\[ \Delta E = \left( \left( L'_b - L'_w \right)^2 + \left( a'_b - a'_w \right)^2 + \left( b'_b - b'_w \right)^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \]

where the L* coordinate represents the lightness of an object. The a* coordinate corresponds to the chromaticity on the red/green axis and b* on the yellow/blue axis. The subscripts b* (black) and w* (white) indicate background color.

A total of 10 specimens for each ceramic group (immediate and aged) were used for the optical tests.

![Fig. 1 - XRD patterns of the experimental materials before (A) and after aging (B), where the increase in the monoclinic peak (2θ = 28° and 2θ = 31.2°) for the Zpex group relative to ZTA composite is demonstrated.](image)

2.7. Statistical analysis

Data from optical characterization were tabulated and subjected to descriptive analysis, normality and homoscedasticity test. Data were statistically evaluated through repeated-measures analysis of variance following post-hoc comparisons by Tukey test, with significance level set at p < 0.05. Data are presented as a function of estimated mean values with the corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI). All analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS 23, IBM Corp., Armonk, NY).

The flexural strength values were subjected to Weibull 2-parameter analysis using Weibull ++ software (Synthesis 9, Reliasoft, Tucson, AZ, USA). A use level probability Weibull was presented to determine probability of failure as a function of stress, and a Weibull 2-parameter contour plot (Weibull modulus [m] vs characteristic stress [η]) was used (95% confidence intervals) to determine differences between groups. Non-overlap of contour plots indicates a significant difference between them. Additionally, the probability of survival (reliability) at 300, 500, and 800 MPa flexural strength values was calculated for each group to evaluate their potential as restorative frameworks as detailed in the ISO 6872:2015.

3. Results

3.1. X-ray diffraction

XRD spectra of the materials are depicted in Fig. 1. Typical alumina and zirconia peaks can be identified, and the monoclinic crystalline content quantified. While the monoclinic content was stable after artificial aging in ZTA Zpex 80/20 composite and alumina, Zpex group showed a notable increase of monoclinic peak (2θ = 28° and 2θ = 31.2°) after aging protocol. The quantification analyses depicted approximately 26% monoclinic phase for Zpex relative to less than 2% for ZTA Zpex 80/20 after aging.

Fig. 2 shows the diffractogram of immediate and aged Zpex for different incidence angle (Psi), ranging from 0.00 to 0.400.
The spectra depict the tetragonal zirconia peak at 94.5° and an overlap of tetragonal and cubic zirconia peaks at 96°. Immediate Zpex at the 94.5° peak had no displacement as a function of Psi, whereas aged Zpex presented a small shift of Psi. For aged Zpex, the higher the Psi, the larger the shift. As beam penetration is inversely proportional to Psi, more compressive stresses as a consequence of degradation process and volumetric increase of grains caused by phase transformation were present at the external surface of the disc. In addition, the calculated residual stress for aged Zpex, based on the elastic strain, which can be measured from the varying interplanar distances, and the elastic modulus of the material, was −464 ± 58 MPa. All other materials did not present any detectable residual stresses and were not included in the current analysis.

3.2. Scanning electron microscopy

SEM micrographs demonstrated morphological features of a fully crystalline matrix with a dense surface for Zpex, ZTA Zpex 80/20 and Alumina. Few microstructural intergranular flaws were found through the ceramic surface, which were related to the processing of the ceramic material (Fig. 3). The density values for ZTA Zpex 80/20 and alumina were 43,733 g/ml and 3989 g/ml, respectively, with approximately 98% theoretical density, and for Zpex was 60,655 g/ml with 99% theoretical density.

While artificial aging did not influence the microstructure of ZTA Zpex 80/20 composite and alumina, Zpex group demonstrated a volumetric grain increase that provided a more compact surface (Fig. 3).

3.3. Biaxial flexural strength and probability of survival predictions

Table 1 shows the results of Weibull statistical analysis, with respective upper and lower 95% confidence bounds. The use level probability Weibull plot presented in Fig. 4A shows the failure distribution of samples as a function of stress. The calculated Weibull modulus (m) and characteristic stress (MPa), which indicates the stress in which 63.2% of the specimens may fail, are depicted in the contour plot (Fig. 4B). Significant differences were identified considering the non-overlap of the contours. Regarding the comparison between materials, while aged Zpex demonstrated the highest characteristic stress values; Alumina (immediate and aged) depicted the lowest values. ZTA Zpex 80/20 (immediate and aged) presented intermediate values, statistically similar to immediate Zpex. While the aging protocol did not influence the Weibull modulus and characteristic stress of ZTA Zpex 80/20 and Alumina, Zpex presented a statistically significant increase in characteristic stress.

The reliability at 300, 500 and 800 MPa with the corresponding 95% confidence interval is shown in Table 2. At 300 MPa, Zpex and ZTA Zpex 80/20 showed higher reliability (above 80%) relative to Alumina (immediate and aged), without significant difference between them. An increase in stress to 500 MPa did not significantly affect the reliability for ZTA Zpex 80/20 and Zpex groups, however Alumina groups demonstrated a significant decrease in reliability. At 800 MPa, all groups significantly decreased the reliability, except for aged Zpex. Aging did not affect the reliability values of the ZTA Zpex 80/20 composite and Alumina, whereas increased reliability was observed for aged Zpex.

All ceramic materials had similar fracture patterns. The defect that initiated the fracture event originated on the surface subjected to tensile stress during the flexural strength test. There were no critical defects in the corner area of the fracture surface. SEM images showed marks such as compression curl (CC) opposite to the failure origin, hackle lines (H) indicating the direction of crack propagation and fracture onset (arrow) (Fig. 5).

3.4. Optical properties

ZTA Zpex 80/20 and Alumina demonstrated statistically higher contrast ratio (CR) values compared to Zpex, for both conditions (immediate and aged, all p < 0.002). While aging protocol did not affect the opacity values of ZTA Zpex 80/20 (p = 0.945) and Alumina (p = 0.277), Zpex depicted a significant decrease in opacity values (p < 0.001).

Regarding the translucency parameter (TP), ZTA Zpex 80/20 presented a statistically significant lower ∆E in comparison to Zpex and Alumina for both conditions (immediate and aged) (p < 0.001). While aging protocol did not affect the ∆E values of ZTA Zpex 80/20 (p = 0.767) and Alumina (p = 0.283), Zpex showed a significant increase in ∆E values (p < 0.001) (Table 3).

4. Discussion

This study aimed to evaluate the effect of aging on the microstructure, optical and mechanical properties of an experimental zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA) composite with 80%Al2O3 and 20%translucent Y-TZP (ZTA Zpex 80/20), compared to its isolated counterparts, alumina (Al2O3) and translucent Y-TZP (Zpex). ZTA Zpex 80/20, designed for restorative purposes, demonstrated a dense microstructure.
and homogeneous distribution of zirconia particles within the alumina matrix. Such polycrystalline composites exhibited encouraging results concerning optical and mechanical properties, which remained stable after artificial aging. Therefore, the null hypothesis that the aging protocol would not affect the optical and mechanical properties of ZTA Zpex 80/20 composite was accepted.

Polycrystalline ceramic composites were introduced as an attempt to overcome the hydrothermal instability of Y-TZP, which occurs due to its metastability and tetragonal (t) to monoclinic (m) phase transformation at low temperature, known as low temperature degradation (LTD) [1–3]. Such phenomenon can eventually compromise the mechanical properties and reliability of prosthetic treatments in the long-term [4]. The rationale behind the continuous development of ZTA composites is to effectively bring out the favorable properties of alumina and novel zirconia systems to enhance the ceramic properties, in which the optical properties and mechanical strength and toughness may be improved compared to alumina along with a better stability relative to the occurrence of LTD compared to Y-TZP [14,23–25]. Moreover, the proposed weight ratio of 20% zirconia particles uniformly disperse in 80% alumina matrix was based on previous investigations in composites targeted for Orthopedics [11,26,27].

Table 1 – Characteristic stress (σ) and Weibull modulus (m) with their respective upper and lower 95% confidence bounds for immediate and aged groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Zpex Immediate</th>
<th>Aged</th>
<th>ZTA Zpex 80/20 Immediate</th>
<th>Aged</th>
<th>Alumina Immediate</th>
<th>Aged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>891.01</td>
<td>1384.14</td>
<td>950.25</td>
<td>975.32</td>
<td>434.61</td>
<td>504.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic stress (MPa)</td>
<td>860.31&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1308.99&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>860.38&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>881.81&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>407.35&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>469.57&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>830.59</td>
<td>1237.92</td>
<td>778.97</td>
<td>797.26</td>
<td>381.8</td>
<td>436.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>5.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull modulus (m)</td>
<td>10.81&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.75&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.8&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.77&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.9&lt;sup&gt;b,c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.41&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different letters indicate significant differences between groups.

Fig. 3 – SEM micrographs of Zpex immediate surface a) and after aging protocol b). ZTA Zpex 80/20 immediate c) and aged d). Alumina immediate e) and after aging f). Images demonstrate the microstructural arrangement and final density obtained for Zpex, ZTA Zpex and Alumina. The arrows show the volumetric increase of grains caused by phase transformation.
findings have shown excellent results regarding the LTD resistance of ZTA composites synthesized with 5–30 or 40% of Y-TZP [28,29], emphasizing the proportional improvement of composites mechanical properties with increasing percentage of zirconia in the composition. Also, composite with 15 and 30% of zirconia showed increased aging resistance with satisfactory performance for their application in areas of high functional demand [11].

The specimens were subjected to an aging process in an autoclave to simulate LTD [30], since the t-m phase transformation is dependent on temperature and accelerated by the presence of water [14,20,31]. The ISO 13356:2015 for Ceramic materials based on Y-TZP for implant surgery suggests that five hours of autoclave aging at 134°C and 2.2 bar corresponds to approximately 4 years in vivo. The current study protocol, 20 h, has been chosen to promote an extensive t-m phase transformation, previously reported to range from 55% to 80% m-phase content [21,30,32], allowing a meaningful investigation of the susceptibility to degradation and the potential changes in optical, strength or reliability properties of the material. Accordingly, while experimental ZTA Zpex 80/20 exhibited a significant aging-resistant behavior through the
Table 2 – Calculated reliability at a set stress of 300, 500 and 800 MPa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Zpex</th>
<th>ZTA Zpex 80/20</th>
<th>Alumina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Aged</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Aged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 MPa</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>0.98A</td>
<td>0.98A</td>
<td>0.88A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 MPa</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>0.88A</td>
<td>0.89A</td>
<td>0.07B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 MPa</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different lowercase letters mean statistical difference between groups at the same stress level.
Different uppercase letters mean statistical difference between stress levels.

Table 3 – Contrast ratio (CR) and translucency parameter (TP) mean values and corresponding 95% confidence interval of the studied groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>TP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Zpex 80/20</td>
<td>0.770 ± 0.010</td>
<td>10.214 ± 0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZTA Zpex 80/20</td>
<td>0.997 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.186 ± 0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alumina</td>
<td>0.981 ± 0.007</td>
<td>2.384 ± 0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged</td>
<td>Zpex 80/20</td>
<td>0.998 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.223 ± 0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZTA Zpex 80/20</td>
<td>0.998 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.223 ± 0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alumina</td>
<td>0.979 ± 0.006</td>
<td>2.381 ± 0.374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different letters mean statistical difference between groups.

Fig. 5 – a) Stereomicroscopic image of the fractured surface of the ZTA Zpex 80/20 composite. b) SEM image of ZTA Zpex 80/20 fracture surface with 35x magnification. c) Indicators such as compression curl (CC), hackle lines (H) d) Area of fracture initiation (arrow) with 150x magnification.

preservation of the crystalline content with a slight increase in the amount of monoclinic zirconia after aging (2% increase), Zpex t-m phase transformation was notably higher after aging (26% increase). The ZTA composite stability may lie on the restrict interconnectivity of zirconia grains and higher hardness of the alumina, which limit the nucleation and growth process associated with phase transformation and LTD [33].

Some variability in biaxial flexural strength data has been reported among different commercially available dental Y-TZPs with values ranging from 817 MPa [34] to 1121 MPa [31], which is in agreement with the current findings. After aging in the oral environment for only 100 days, several zirconia ceramics already presented tetragonal-monoclinic phase transformation, changes in roughness and in flexural strength [35]. In the current study, ZTA Zpex 80/20 composite, despite the high percentage of alumina, showed biaxial flexural strength values within the range found in the literature for zirconia Y-TZP. The significant differences between ZTA Zpex 80/20 and aged Zpex may not influence the clinical indications of the experimental composite according to ISO 6872:2015 recommendations. From a strength’s perspective only, both the polycrystalline composite and translucent zirconia ceramics may be indicated for partially or fully covered substructure of 4-unit or more FPDs (approximately 800 MPa) [36]. More work is warranted to further characterize the material and to match an appropriate porcelain veneer to corroborate these preliminary findings.

Concerning the influence of low-temperature degradation on the mechanical performance of materials, conflicting results are also found in the literature [37,38]. The current study demonstrated that aging did not affect the mechanical properties of the ZTA Zpex 80/20; on the other hand, the mechanical properties of the translucent zirconia were improved after aging (except for the Weibull modulus). This fact can be elucidated by the increase in the volume (∼3-4%)
of zirconia grains during the t-m phase transformation and the consequent accumulation of compressive stress [39,40], as corroborated in the residual stress data. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that the volumetric increase of the grains was insufficient to reach the critical tension that would lead to the collapse of the grains, increase the population of defects in the material, and reduce the flexural strength [17]. A more aggressive aging protocol leading to higher percentages of t-m transformation would be necessary to reach the critical stress, which support future investigations. In contrast, the absence of residual stress and similar mechanical properties before and after aging suggest that the experimental ZTA composite presented hydrothermal stability and enhanced LTD resistance compared to Y-TZP translucent zirconia, as confirmed in the XRD and SEM analysis. Although ZTA composites have previously shown the resistance to LTD [25,28,41], there has been scarce information concerning the influence of aging on the mechanical performance of such composites that makes studies comparison a challenge.

Regarding the outcomes for optical properties, ZTA Zpex 80/20 composite showed lower translucency and higher masking ability relative to the translucent Y-TZP and alumina (irrespective of the aging condition), which may be associated with refractive index mismatch between the two phases and crystallography that hampers light transmission [42,43]. Such results recommend the application of the experimental composite as a FDP framework material, where porcelain veneering is needed for esthetic results, specially indicated where darkened substrates are present (colored endodontically treated teeth or titanium implant abutments). While the optical properties of the ZTA composite have not been altered by LTD, Zpex demonstrated a significant reduction in opacity values accompanied by a significant increase in translucency values after the aging protocol, which becomes a concern for the clinician, mainly when considering darkened substrates. A recent investigation revealed that the hydrothermal aging affected the optical properties of monolithic zirconia ceramics and its translucency increased with artificial aging [44]. It was also emphasized that certain color changes might be clinically apparent, and an esthetically improper difference may be expected about three to four years after cementation of the prostheses. The increased translucency may lie on crystalline content and microstructural alteration after aging, with t-m transformation initially leading to a defect and pore sealing that may favor light transmission, as depicted in the SEM micrographs [42,43].

It seems reasonable to highlight that the most extended randomized clinical trial (10 years follow-up) has shown statistically superior technical complication rates for porcelain fused to zirconia tooth-supported FDPs when compared to porcelain fused to metal FDPs. Those complications include framework fractures and significant fractures of the veneering ceramic [45]. Therefore, long-term outcomes of long-span zirconia prostheses still warrant more investigation, and current results encourage more investigations to promote the potential application of ZTA as a framework material for FDPs, as well as to investigate further innovations that can improve optical properties and potentially support its monolithic application.

5. Conclusion

The polycrystalline composite ZTA Zpex 80/20 presented a dense microstructure and homogeneous distribution of zirconia particles within the alumina matrix along with promising mechanical properties, which remained stable after artificial aging. Altogether, ZTA Zpex 80/20 properties encourage its use as a substructure for long span fixed dental prostheses, however further innovations should be endeavored to engineer ZTA with tooth-shaded appearance to optimize subsequent esthetic porcelain veneering or even to allow its monolithic application.
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